5th Annual International Conference on RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION ETHICS & IARA AWARD 2020

Barrackpore Rastaguru Surendananth College, Kolkata, West Bengal
About IARA

Indian Academic Researchers' Association is a National, Professional and Nonprofit organization with the objective of contributing to Science and Social Science by promoting research and development coordination between the researchers and academicians working in Educational Institutions. IARA is publishing peer reviewed and referred Quarterly National Journal on SELP JOURNAL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE (p-ISSN: 0975-9999, e-ISSN: 2349-1655), International Journal on RESEARCH EXPLORER (p-ISSN: 2250-1940, e-ISSN: 2349-1647), International Journal on TAMILAIVU SANGAMAM (p-ISSN: 2320-3412, e-ISSN: 2349-1639) with impact factors and NAAS Score and also published books with ISBN in various titles. Academic institutions and academicians may also join with us and get financial assistance through Life / Fellow and Institutional Membership. IARA signed MoU with various educational institutions to organize seminars, workshops and academic deliberations. For more details about the objectives and functions, kindly refer our website www.iaraindia.com.

Conference Theme

Academic researches in Higher Educational Institutions are highly controversial against quality honesty and ethics from the restructuration to award of degree therefore UGC has introduced guidelines. Under the UGC guidelines Ph.D should be awarded as per the norms prescribed. But still the quality of the academic research is questionable. The simple reason is nothing but the ethical issues in research. Ethics in research has been compromised and in some occasions it has been violated by Higher Educational Institutions by the research advisor and by the research scholars. Academic research has become
an outsourcing and commercial element used by almost all stakeholders of the Higher Educational Institutions. With this effect, number of research report has been increasing without any quality or socio economic relevance. Research guide and scholars could not write a page or speak about the research without a piece of paper of reference. Cut, Copy, Paste is the customary of the academic research.

To avoid this kind of practice, UGC, introduced plagiarism checking as mandatory for thesis submission. Writing research article and publishing in a reputed journal is also another become serious issue in the academic researches. To reform and promote the quality of the research publication, in July 2017, UGC introduced a schemes is called as UGC approved list of Journals and also propose to establish consortium for academic research ethics. Researchers should publish their articles only in these listed journals. To match global standards of high quality research, in all academic disciplines under its purview, the University Grants Commission (UGC) aspires to stimulate and empower the Indian academia through its “Quality Mandate”. A public notice was issued by the UGC, on the 28th of November, 2018, to announce the establishment of a dedicated Consortium for Academic and Research Ethics (CARE) to carry out this mandate. The UGC-CARE List now has only Two groups, instead of the original Four groups to simplify the search process. These are not hierarchic or ranked groups. UGC-CARE List Group I: Journals found qualified through UGC-CARE protocols. UGC-CARE List Group II: Journals indexed in globally recognized databases. In this respect, the proposed conference deliberates and disincarnates the ethical issues in academic research which has very significant role to promote the quality of the academic research. Proposed conference will be discussed with the following subject concern.
• Philosophy and ethics in research
• Scientific conduct of research
• Publication ethics in research
• Publication misconduct
• Open access publishing
• Database and research matrices

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER SUBMISSION

※ Full paper with abstract (250 words) and key words (5-8) should be submitted through the following e-mail ID only iaraindia2019@gmail.com.

※ All the manuscripts should be neatly typed in MS Word with Times New Roman font style, 1.5 line spaces on A4 size paper with 8-10 pages.

※ The title of the paper, name of the participants, designation, organization, address, telephone number, and E-mail for each participant should be mentioned.

※ All papers will be subject to blind review by the expert committee. Selected papers will be published in our Journals SELP Journal of Social Science and Research Explorer

PARTICIPATION AND REGISTRATION FEE

Academicians, research scholars, students and those who are interested in research and development activities are welcome to submit papers and participate in the conference delegation. Registration fee for Academicians, Research Scholars, and Students will be Rs.500. Rs.1000/- will be charged additionally for publication of article in our Journals. Participation certificate, seminar kit will be given and lunch will be provided to all the registered participants.
Indian Academic Researchers' Association invites applications for IARA Awards 2020 under various categories from Academicians/Researchers from all over the world. The purpose of this award is to recognize and motivate the meritorious services of outstanding Teachers/Professors/Researchers working in Schools, Colleges, Universities and Research Institutions.

**Life Time Achiever Award** (30 years service & age of 60 and above)

**Best Scientist Award**

**Best Social Scientist Award**

**Best Faculty Award**

**Best Researcher Award**

**Best Research Advisor Award**

**Best Librarian Award**

**Best Physical Director Award**

**Best Research Scholar Award**

**Swami Vivekananda Youth Service Award**

**Ambedhkar Social Service Award**

---

**SUBMISSION AND PROCESS**

The application form can be downloaded from the IARA website [www.iaraindia.com](http://www.iaraindia.com). Application should be submitted to the mail id: iaraindia2019@gmail.com only. The award shall consist of a Shield and a certificate. Award winners must come and receive the award personally during the award function.
IMPORTANT DATES

The last date for receipt of completed applications is 30th August 2020. Announcement of the winner will be done by 30th September 2020. The award function will be held in Barrackpore Rastraguru Surendranath College, Kolkata, West Bengal.

REGISTRATION

The award winner must register before the event.

Registration Fee for Faculty Rs.3000/-

Registration Fee for Research Scholar Rs.2500/-

Additional charges of Rs.200/- per person are applicable for the accompanist person.

CONTACT

From South India
Dr. C. PARAMASIVAN, Ph.D.,
Conference Director,
Mobile: 94423 54207

From North India
Dr. PRANAM DHAR, Ph.D,
Conference Secretary,
Mobile: 98300 71587